If G is of finite order n, then H and G are isomorphic. To each h^ £ H 9 k = 1,
2,
, n, we associate the interval /^ = [(k -l)/ra, kin ), and define the n func- 
is unambiguous. Returning to the mapping λ to be defined, let h = ( ζ 2 , ζ 3 , ζ 5 ,
•) E// be given. We run through the integers c pm by the diagonal method, taking n^ = p whenever we reach c pm . Thus n\ -2, n 2 -3, ^3 = 2, ^4 = 5, ^5 =3, nβ -2, n 7 =7, and so on. This defines a number x G / which we designate as λ(h). 
re-2π
There is a similar expression for M. Combined with (13), they yield the Fourier expansion for c pm (x) . Substituting this in (8) and rearranging, we obtain (12).
The series converges uniformly and absolutely for all x. This, incidentally, furnishes an alternate proof of the completeness of \f r \, since every power of
x has an expansion of the same kind, and the polynomials are dense in L (/).
If we wish to exhibit the rationale έi as a complete orthonormal group, this time on the unit square / 2 , we need merely take 
